• Present simple (+ & -)
• Present simple question
• Vocabulary related to daily routines
**Vocabulary Study**

### Daily Routine/Home Activities

1. wake up
2. get up
3. have a shower
4. shave
5. dry yourself
6. brush your teeth
7. wash your face
8. rinse your face
9. get dressed
10. comb your hair
11. put on make-up
12. eat breakfast
13. have a cup of coffee
14. go to work
15. watch (TV)
16. listen to the radio
17. read (the paper)
18. have a bath
19. brush your hair
20. go to bed
21. sleep

---

**Questions for Discussion**

1. Which of these things do you do in the morning?
2. In which order do you do them?
3. Which of these things do you do in the evening?

---

**Example Sentences**

**Is she getting up?** (2)

Yes, she is.

**Is he having a shower?** (18)

No, he isn’t. He’s having a bath.
Can you complete the question and answer? Listen and check

a A: …you…meat?
   B: No, … … I only … fish

b A: … …and your family… … …house?
   B: No, … …we… …a flat.

c A: …your parents…English?
   B: yes,… …

d A: Do you… …a big company?
   B: No, l…l… …a small company.

e A: … …and your friends… ……cinema a lot?
   B: Yes,… … We love the cinema.
Present simple (+)
I study/work...(economics/for a big company)
I get up at...
I have breakfast/lunch/dinner...(at home/at work)
I come home at...(about six o’clock)
I go to bed at...
I go to Writing I classes on...(Tuesday)
I study a lot ...(in the evening/at the weekend)

* To make (-) and (?) we use do/don’t
Reading to improve your writing

As you read, you develop sentencing & paragraphing skills just by being exposed to good models.

What you read is not important- anything you enjoy reading will help you
Follow Up: Homework

Write a paragraph under the theme of daily routines, consists of (at least 15\textsuperscript{th}) sentences about yourself, your parents, your family, or you and your friends.